Legal Analytics® Apps

Lex Machina’s Legal Analytics Apps combine instant access to analytic insights
with ultimate ease of use. They deliver answers for specific use cases, such as
comparing courts, judges, or law firms, early case assessment, motion strategy,
and patent portfolio evaluation.
These unique applications leverage Lex Machina’s Legal Analytics platform and
our underlying data modules.

Compare Courts, Judges, Law Firms, and Parties, Side-by-Side
Parties Comparator
Parties Comparator allows lawyers to compare parties by different
criteria, such as litigation volume, performance, and outcomes. For
each party being compared, the application shows damages,
remedies and ﬁndings won and lost.
This app is invaluable for companies to perform peer benchmarking
and for law ﬁrms to better understand clients and assess
prospects.

Courts & Judges Comparator
Courts & Judges Comparator enables attorneys to compare up to
four federal districts and judges regarding case loads, timing to key
milestones, case resolutions, speciﬁc ﬁndings, and damages.
Plaintiffs can compare multiple districts prior to ﬁling, to select the
one most likely to provide the most favorable outcome in the
shortest amount of time. Defendants can make data-driven
decisions about whether or not to pursue transfer and, if so, to
where.

Law Firms Comparator
Law Firms Comparator enables powerful side-by-side comparison
of up to four law ﬁrms, with instant display of a broad range of casespeciﬁc data. Companies choosing outside counsel, and law ﬁrms
competing for new business, can now compare actual results
produced by law ﬁrms in their open and terminated cases.
The app provides insights into each ﬁrm's open and terminated
cases, the party roles of their clients, and data about case
resolutions, damages, remedies, and ﬁndings.

"With the new Courts and Judges Comparator, I can instantly
compare analytics from multiple districts, on a wide range of issues,
at the push of a button.”
– Crowell & Moring

Custom Insights Made Easy
Damages Explorer

Early Case Assessor
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Motion Kickstarter

Patent Portfolio Evaluator
Patent Portfolio Evaluator gives you the complete litigation
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